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Troy State kills UCPs playoff hopes with second quarter comeback-p. 12

Anny ROTC takes 8th at Ranger Compitition, makes top 14 in Southeast
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Staff writer

More than 120 members of
the UCF Anny ROTC gathered
Thursday morning and shouted the
traditional, "HOOAH!"
The cadets and cadre were
celebrating a banner week in which
the UCF unit took eighth place at
the Ranger Chai lenge compet.ition
Nov. 3-5. Additionally, the ROTC
Fighting Knights were named one
of the top 14 ROTC units out of 132
in the Eastern United States at a
Commander's Conference held in
Orlando Nov . 8.
Capt. Clifford L. Harris, recruiting officerand instructor, stood
before the group reviewing the past
week's accomplishments. While a
trophy was presented to the group
for also winning Most Improved
Brigade, he said, "We won these
awards because we have good quality cadets and a quality program at
a quality university - it is not
luck."
The nine members of the
Ranger Challenge team would
agreeit took more than luck, namely
hours of strenuous training, to
achieve their eighth place finish at
Ft. Stewart. Georgia. Twenty-four
teams from Florida, Georgia, and
Puerto Rico meet each year to com-

photo/Special to the Future

The UCF Army ROTC placed eighth at the Ranger Challenge competition last week in Ft.
Stewart, GA. Their high placing also helped the entire ROTC company gain nat.ional.
respect by placing in the top 14 out of the entire Southeast. Members of the Ranger Challenge team are shown above: from left to right (top row): Jonathan Cowart, Cynthia
Cowart, Cynthia Velasquez, Charles Canon, Charles Fisher, ~eremy Miller. (bottom row):
Jason McKenna and Will Brown.

pete in this varsity sport of ROTC.
The UCF Ranger Challenge
team included:
Seniors-William Brown
and Jason McKenna.
Juniors-Scott Epler. Charles
Fisher and.Justin Parker.
Sophomores-Charles
Canon, Jonathan Cowart and Josef
Gonzalez.
Freshman-Jeremy Miller.
The UCF members received
a silver streamer for earning more
than 85 percent of the points available at this year's competition. The
team placed in the top l 0 in all but
one of the following e\'ents. which
included: physical fitness test. patrol exam. hand grenade assault
·course, weapons assembly.one-rope
bridge, orienteering, marksmanship
and .l OK ruck march.
The Ranger Challenger team
is coached by Capt. Charles Hodges.
Hodges was on the first UCF Ranger
Challenge team in 1986. After serving in Germany, Korea and Desert
Storin, he returned to UCF August.
1994.
;This year's team c_ompeted
really we! I. .. Hodges said. "and they
haYe set themse!Yes up to be one of
the fa\'Oiites next year. It is our elite
group.
Hodges· goal for next year
see ROTC, 12age 2

:One-Woman play illustrates
~ifficulties of changing cultures
her of her upcoming maITiage to a man she has
neYer met. Alth9ugh that is the custom among
Contributing writer
Bedouin woman. Naomi was already in love
The Jewish Studies department. in col- \\'ith another man. Samir. Samir and Naomi
laboration with UCF Women·s studies de- had planned to he manied as soon as Samir
partment. co-sponsored the one- \\'Oman shO\Y . had the chance to talk to Naomi's father.
.. Naomi ... _last Monday at the VAB audito- Howe\'er. before he got the chance. Naomi
rium.
and her family were forced to rno"e a\\'ay.
Naomi is the story of a young Bedouin leaving Samir with no trace of where her
V. ornan. who upon learning of her upcoming family was.
maniage and circumcision. flees her life in
Naomi wound up marrying the man she
the desert and finds herself a university stu- was betrothed to. FollO\\·ing their first sexual
dent.
.encounter. Naomi under\\'ent inspection by
Dr. Carola Adams. Director of hernew mother-in-law. and she is found to he
Women·s studies. said she hoped this show uncircumcised. Against her wil I. she is pinned
will help those women who are interested in do\nl. circumcised and mentally and physimaking the moYe from non-western to west- cally wounded.
ern societies.
Soon after the circumcision. Naomi
The setting is simple. a few draperies. escaped from her family and from the Bedouin
some pottery. and a small backdrop. all set on t1ihe and fled to a city. \\·here she enters
a hare stage.
uni\'ersity.
Ruby Porat-Sho\'al. who plays Naomi.
Naomi realizes at the uni\'ersity that
made her ·entrance from the audience. clad in even ;·ree women are not entirely free. and the
traditional clothing. She wore a white pain she endured as a Bedouin will remain
headco\'ering and a long embroidered black wi th her for the rcmaiP.d·;r ~,r her iife.
The r~:ponse from thi-= pluJ .,·as \cry
dress. While ·g1inding coffee beans. Naomi
tells the audience \vhy she ran away from positi\'~ and ver_;. :)lrong. Bernie and Lois
Bedouin life.
see NAOMI, page 2
At the age of 16. her parents infonned
by SAMANTHA KA TES
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photo/<!AMERI THEATRE

Ruby Porat-Shoval crushes coffee beans during her one-woman play,
"Naomi," last Tuesday in the VAB. The play depicts a young woman trying
to crossover from her traditional Bedouin culture to a university in the
modern world.
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we think.
Tuesday Nov. 14
TKL: Henry Cho
(Comedy)
SAC 8 p.m.

Wednesday Nov. 15
_Movie: Batman Forever
SAC
6:30 & 9:00 p.m.

Thursday Nov.16
Marcus Printup
Jazz
.Wild Pizza 9:30 p.m.

e =~!!.~~~&.~ft~!~~
h1Al~L1iiqolW..l111a...,~lalllli.-i..ia

Sunday Nov. 19
Movie: Apollo 13
SAC
6:30 & 9:00 p.m.

Mon - Tue
Nov. 20 & 21
Life-0-Matic
Tour

SC Green
More Info. 823 - 6471

Tuesday Nov. 21
TKL: Talent
Showcase
(Master Acts)
SAC 8 p.m.
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University Floral & Gift Shoppe
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS

UCF Students

Corsages
$5.00 each

UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177

We wire
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!

with coupon

IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFTS
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKETS
• FLOOR PLANTS

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
Free Bridal Consultations

,-FREE--,

: Buy 1 Cut Flower :
Get 1 Free

+

I Of equal or Lesser Value I.
Iwith-coupon. Expires 11/15 I
L _Excludin~~s- _J Beat the

.
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We know that Homecoming was a week ago, but
we never got a chance to
acknowledge the winners
of it. So here they are CONGRATULATIONS !
l st Place Overall:
DELTA UPSILON

•

Mid-Week Blues
1st in Skit:
ALPHA DELTA PI/
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

rn
I
\

A big hoorah for the winners

1st in Float:
DELTA UPSILON
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Congratulations to all new Golden Key
Members and New Honorary Members:

Dr. Katherine Keller
Director of University Honors Program

***

1st for Black and Gold:
ALPHA DELTA PI/
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

+

\1BECOME

Dr. Nancy Klintworth
Professor

AN AIR FORCE
OFRCER.

Put your college
degree to work in
the Air Force
Officer Training
School and receive:

***
Dr. Naval Modani
Professor

• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation
with pay per year
• management
opportunities
•

***
Dean Mary Palmer
Dean of Education

See if you qualify: ~
Call

.9l Pricefess qijt

,\IR FORCI<:
OPPORTl:,N ITJ ES
TOLL FRfi:t;
1 -800- ~2J-l CSAF

:: :

Make a unique and personal contribution t.o another family's
happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided.All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle.at 896-7575
for information.

University
Apartments

YOUR open TICKET to ADVENTURE.
Discover a career with a world of difference at United Airlines. Our fantastic growth and in.creased flight
schedules have created new opportunities for domestic Flight Attendants.

Across from -UCF!

The high-energy individuals we seek must be at least 19 years of age, a high school graduate, between 5'2"
and 6' and have the legal right to accept employment in the United States. To better serve the needs of our.
culturally diverse passengers, we are looking for individuals who are fluent in English and at least one of
our select languages. You must be willing to relocate and enjoy helping customers.

*Under New Management*
We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments
from $375 (1 bedroom) to $425 (2 bedroom)
• Closest Apartment Complex to UCF Campus
• Covered Parking
. • Laundry Facilities
•Pool
• Central Heat and Air Conditioning

12017 Solon Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 273-4097

UCF
Pasture

>

r><lf

Office Hours (M-F)9-5pm (Sat.)12-4

You'll have the world at your feet as you travel to interesting destinations across the United States. Plus
receive an exceptional compensation plan with travel priVileges for you and your immediate family. For
more infonnation, please attend our

OPEN HOUSE INTERVIEWS
Tuesday, November 14,

Wednesday, November 15, 1995
9:00~ 12:00pm, 3:00pm
Holiday Inn International Dr.
6515 International Dr.
Orlando, FL

Reach~ your desti.n,ations with United Airlines! Seating is limited, so please arrive early.ff unable to
attend, please call (708)952-7200 for future Open House dates and locations. UAL is an equal opporb.mity
employer m/ffd/v.

t• UNITED AIRLINES.
A real DEPARTURE from the ORDINARY

BETA GAlVll\;lA

Small·gathering says
goodbye to Rabin

SIG~IA

tlie honor .rnciety for collegiate scliools of b11si11ess

by SAMANTHA KA TES ·
Contributing writer

Tltis is to certify tlrat tltefollowing persons have bee11
declared eligible for membersliip ;,,

BETA GAMMA SIGMA
by the ------~Ui...i.N.!..!'l~·V....,.E~R!.LSiuI-1.Y~O.LJF~C""'Et.l..JN.TA.1.R.u.A...._l..!..F-"'l~O:.L!R"'-"W~.,_.i.../._ _.:..-____ Chapter

{;rllu&/Anltf,2

J
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Preside11t

. (.:;ah.lfk«#l""'
~

/.

~ d &4-

Faculty.Advisor

Dean

Beta Gamma Sigma is the highesl honor for students enrolled in colleges of business administration. Membership is
restricted lo students in the wp 7% of the junior class who have completed 70 credits, the top 10% ofrhe senior
class who hCl\le a minimum of JOO credit hours, and the lop 20% of the graduating masters students. fn addition. a
minimum of 30 credit hours must have been completed at UCF.

The fall induct ion ceremony will be· in the Business Administration Building, Room l 07 on Friday, November 17,
1995, at 4:00 PM. Mr. John Horn, President of AirTran, will be the speaker. A reception will follow the
ceremony in the Atrium.
JUNIORS

Stacey Lynn Barber
Alex J. Kallebo

Trevor Keith Brewer

Rebecca J. Ferger

Stephanie Lynn Nash
SENIORS

Lisa Amelia Bayne
Tim Casey
Donna M. Dixon
Kathleen A. Gardner
Marianne Jean Hayes
Jennifer Anna Hirschberg
Joleen Marie Ledger
Emma. Rosa Mills
Sacha M. Petruk
Angela Grace Robinson
Bernadene L. Sockwell
Alison Faye Twichell
Shannon Elizabeth Williams
Francisca Ari Yonekura

Linnea Marie Bell
Malinda Willis Ciener
Loliette M. Fernandez
Rana R. Hahn
David L. I liatt
Douglas Paul Jackson
Dorothy F. Mandese
Cecile C. Mounier
Sharon L. Preston
Sunnary Sam
Charles M. Stevenson,
Lucas S. Vickers

Tara J_.ynn Willis
Wael K. Yousif

Dianna L. Bull
Kristin Marie Degano
Kannen M. Fox

Christopher Jerome Hall
Candace Kay Hinkley
Mike Jonczyk
Tania Lisa McVean-Laney
Glen Michael O'Grady
Susan Lynn Rippe
Janet Leigh Shelton
Linda Lucas Tone
Christa.Julia Walkup
Natalie Yvonne Wong
William E. Zachary

GRADUATE STUDE'.'iTS
B.:th L. Beauchamp

David D. Dawley
Ros~::inne A. Labarge
John A. Paccione
H1..:utht.:r L. Unuerwood

Marina Nerissa Oland
Gre~ory Dean Fogleman
\Villiam C. Michaels
Atul P. Patel
Rrlan K. Wh::iley

Edward Cabrera. M.D.
Randolph Jo~t:ph ..Koporc
Barbara Eileen '.\Cohn
Bruce \Villiam Stcpht.:nson
Richard \\iightman

Thursday night, the UCF Hillel/Jewish Student Union
gathered at ~he·retlection pond for a night of sadness, remembrance and discuss~on.
The death of Prime Minister R~pin was foremost on
peoples minds. Wewere reminded of Rabin 's senseless death
and what the responsibility of the Jewish people are now.
Sean Ishak, 19, said, "Although this was a terrible
tragedy, hopefully the countries involved in the peace process
will be more apt to- want to follow in Rabin's footsteps and
attain their goal of peace."
The people who attended the vigil lit candles, sang
memorial songs and recapped the major accomplishments of
Rabin's life.
Becky Segal; Hillel board member, told us of Rabins
last song, "the Peace Song," which was found in Rabin's
pocket when he died, stained with his 6J'ood. "We should sing
the song of love and not the song of hate," the song said.
"I was very muc.h reminded of Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr's death when Yitzhak Rabin was killed." Jodi Katz remarked. "It is amazing how similar the African-Americans
and the Jewish people are, and it's even more amazing that
those leaders who have tried to helped both races have ended
up assassinated before they could reach their goal."
So amid a campus-wide power failure, and some tears
of sadness, a man of great h~nor was remembered and laid to
rest by the students of UCF.

One-woman show, Naom4 displays
difficulties of changing cultures
from NAOMI, page 1

Warren, who drove from Satellite beach to see the show, said
that "It was very expressive, and it is sad how women's lives
are in Bedouin Tribes. We feel that this play was well worth
the trip out here."
Dr. Joan Morris said it was excellent, and "it involved
many more feminist issues than I expected."
Ruby Porat-Shoval is both the writer and the actress of
the show. Porat-Shoval is originally from Rama~ HaShalom,
Israel, which is just outside of Tel Aviv. She began her
research for the show, which is entirely fictional, 10 years
ago. The show is in its 4th season, a~d Porat-Shoval will tour
a large portion of the United States before she returns home
to Israel. She says that the show "has helped her to relate to
her innerself and understand the sufferings of others."

•
•
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•
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UCF professors making headway in S.G. hopes debate will
cleaning up groundwater pollution spark interest in politics
Special to the Future

The high-tech equivalent of
a non-polluting underground scrap
yard is showing experimental
promise for deaning contaminated
groundwater that fouls wells and
lakes throughout the state and nation, University of Central Florida
researchers say.
An interdisciplinary team of
University of Central Florida faculty and student researchers has
reported favorable laboratory results in developing a system that
relies on iron pellets to chemically detoxify watercontaminated
by chlorinated solvents, such as
the underground plume advancing toward Lake Concord north of
downtown Orlando.
"Every experiment has
amllM@d· so ar," said chemistry
Professor Christi an Clausen, who,
together with environmental engineering Professor Debra
Reinhart, is leading a six-person ·
undergraduate and graduate team
on the $200,000 research project.
The research, funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, is to culminate in
construction of an underground
purification system on NASA
property at he Kennedy Space
Center within the next 1 I /2 years.
If successful, the technology the UCF team is developing
could replace the convention.al
method of cleaning contaminated
groundwater by sinking.wells and
pumping it out for above-ground

UCF ARMY ROTC
shows Southeast it
has what it takes

deaning. The problem with the
method, Clausen said, is that some
contaminated groundwater invariably lies beyond the reach of the
wells and pumps.
In contrast, the technology
the UCF researchers are employing takes ad vantage of the natural
flow of contaminated groundwater so that all of it passes through
a permeable underground wall
containing iron pellets. The chlorinated solvents in the water, such
as tricloroethylene (TCE) and
tectracholoethy1ene (PCE), react
chemically with the iron and are
transformed into non-toxic
byproducts.
According to Clausen, the
system has been tested with modest success elsewhere in recent
years. Success has been limited,
he said, partly because of the same
0

by JOE CHABUS
phenomenon youngsters experi- Staff writer
ence when they leave bicycles out
in the rain. When exposed to waStriving to open dialogue beter, the metal rusts. The rusting of tween the two major political parthe iron in the subsurface wall, ties and UCF students, Student GovClausen said, reduces its capacity ernment sponsored a political deto react with TCE and PCE. Con- bate Wednesday evening at the Unisequently, the UCF team's design versity Dinning Room. Representaprovides for bombarding the wall tives from the Young D~rnocrats
of iron pellets with pulses of en- and Young Republicans who work
ergy, which strip the iron of rust. . iii the Orlando community debated
Besides Clausen and their parties pla.tforms on current
Reinhart, the team consists of federal issues and answered qllf~S
Cherie Geiger, postdoctoral en- tions from audience members. The
vironmental engineer; Nancy discussion was part of SGA's voter
Ruiz, a doctoral degree candidate registration drive.
in environmental engineering;
Clarke Sturge, SGA's DirecGhassen Afiouni, -a doctoral stu- tor of Government Affairs, stated
dent in physical and environmen- that the goal of the debate was not to
tal chemistry; graduate student argue about which party was better
Patrick Toy; and chemistry un- b.ut to increase student awareness
dergraduates Kirn Hampton and regarding the political parties.
Kim Miller

a

"I feel the debate was a great
success. The whole purpose was not
to find a winner or a loser, or to .see
who could debate better - that
doesn't solve anything," Sturge said.
"The real winner tonight was the
students in the fact that we created
a dialogue between the twop?litical parties and the students ofUCF.
We really focused on that and we
accomplished something great
here."
SGA members considered a
debate format to be an event that
would motivate students to come
out and register to vote for future
elections.
"We figured this was the
best way was to bring out county
people who are professionals in
the community and that can speak
to us as students and have great
credibility ," Sturge said.

Be~aus_e to,d ay is

mystery meat day.
.. .

from ROTC, page 1
•

includes not only placing higher,
but to field the first ever all-male
and all-female Ranger Challenge
teams. Two leading candidates for
next year's all-female team are
Cynthia Velasquez and Carrie
Baker. Velasquez scored a perfect
300 on the physi'cal fitness portion
of the test while Baker received a
perfect score in marksmanship.
Velasquez and Baker wi II be
able to use those skills not only in
competition, but when they attend
Advance Camp. UCF ROTC cadets' consistent high marks during
the required Advance Camp training are one of the reasons the unit
was named in the top 14 for the
second year in a row for the East
Coast.
I
As a result, a gold streamer
proclaiming "Training Excellence''.
now accompanies the brigade' s guidon - a symbol of military pride
si nee the days of the Roman Army.
When the 185 cadets are not
running with 35 ~und-weighted
rucksacks, lobbing dummy grenades
on the football field or working on
keeping a 2.5 average or better, they
take an active role in campus life. The
ROTC unit took sixth place out of
120 entries in the UCF homecoming
float competition. A decision which
received another "HOOAH!"

It's everywhere
you want to be~

0 Visa U.S.A. Inc. 1995

..

0 -11n1on
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Learn something new at events
for Islamic Awareness week
The Muslim Studenf As ociation presenLs Islamic Awareness Week from November 13 to
17. This includes dinner, lectures
and an lslan_1ic fair.
The main purpose of ls;
lamic Awareness Week is to allow different groups of people to
develop a heller understanding of
Islam.
Islam is usually misunderstood in this society. It is considered a pagan religion even though
it follows the mainstream ofJudaism and Christianity. Even though
Islam is given the negative picture
of teaching violence and hatred,
Islam really promotes peace. Islam teaches Muslims to respect

people from differenr religions.
Though Islam is criticized for the
way women are treated, Islam provided women with rhe firs£ rights of
inheritance, digniry and elevated
status.
Prophet Mohammed (peace
he upon him) declared, in an era of
male superiority, that men and
women were equal.
The Holy Qura'an, the hook
which Muslims rely on in every
aspect of their lives, teaches the
Muslims the basic principles of
equality, freedom and tolerance.
For more information about ·
Islamic Awareness Week please
contact Tasneem @629-2326 or
Ali@ 365-3859

Minority involvement requested

Complaint deparbnent? Next to the umbrellas
.

o Arrogan~ . people
prejudice in the world than we actually think. We grow up from being
I am always pleased to hear children afraid of disapproval, afraid
from minority groups or clubs, and of the unknown, to being adults
this week has been a double hon us. with the same fears, only using bigI would hope that readers can ger worc;ls.
see hy the assortment ofcolumnists
reality, most people are ·
and guesL columnists that appear in good' at heart. and when met face to
this section, that although my poli- face. fears can give way to smiles.
tics lean strongly to the left, my
So I encourage everyone to learn
professional position is that _of an something during Islamic Awareness
editor.
Weck. Go to cultural evenrs. Meet
I seriously take the obligation people. Send me ruticles, and keep
or presenting all sides of any issue those letters coming. ·
without preference for.,.content.
The only way to fight these
The world we Ii vein can seen 1 fears is to make the unknown known,
very c:-uel anJ prejudiced, however, mµkestrangers into f1iends, and above
I really tee! that 1h1::·e is much· less · all. smile a lot.
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and huge umbrellas
a(td up to one
·annoyed columnist
It's been a while since I've
right now that would make umgone into Complaining Mode and
brella spikes safer, such as sticking
taken an angry tone, and (think it's · different cdntinents. What's· more, apples on them.
way overdue. Something has been these large umbrella caniers had a
This Safer Umbrella Project
getting on my nerves lately, and I proportionally large attitude prob- sounds like a job for engineering
heed to vent my anger and frustra- ·1em. Using their umbr:ellas as bat- majors. So I'd like to take this option toward on.e particular segment · tering rams, they'd mow thn~ugh portunity to speak directly to you
of the populati9n. Let us begin.
crowds of innocent pedestrians. engineering students out there (all
I ·c onsider myself un- knocking- several victims unc.-m- other reader.s:?nciY disreg:m! the folFurhman-lik~ :~nd tend to get along scious. Now that's not to say thai J lcwing paragiaph).
with just about 'al1 types of people. have a problem with all urnhre1.!a
Hello.cnginee1ingstudcm-type
But recently I' vi found myself de- carriers , just the ones with umhrd· person. LoJk!n:; J!x a line of W!Xk to
· spising one par.ticular. .group of las larger than a Major League · get into after graduation? Ncwr bepeople, and I'm'S,eeing them around ballpark.
fore has the ,~·or!cl haJ so many uses
can1pus more ''and rnore. These
Un fortunately, the tr~~men  fur the fine peopk in your fidd. The
people arc rude, 'inconsiderate a1;d dous size of these umbre!l2s is nni spnce program, the military, the comfoe! no remorse when 1hey poke a their only problem. Along w;th the puter industry and many others need
passers·-by eye~6~t. The:-;e folk:; are ~ize mutation has come another morl' • your help ii:i solving major pniblems
known as the People With Extraor- dangerous transfonnation amc·ng the '.\ ith c0rnplicated ~nd hard to prodinarily Large Urnhrella-;.
umbrella population-really.pointy l11)unce names. And there·s a very
Earlier this semester the metal spikes on the rim.
impo1tantjob waitiing for you. It would
weather turned wet, and we were
You have to be careful when be n hame. however, if you were to
subjected to downpour after down- you talk about umbrella makers. get maimed and killed by a large
pour, each perfectly timed to let Afterall, the UmbrellaLaborUnion umbrella before you had a chance to
loose their water while I was walk- is more powerful than Canada. Nev- take the job. To prevent that from
ing between classes. The torrential ertheless, I must say it seems like happening it certainly would be wise
rain turned parking lots into mud umbrellamanufacturescouldn'tcare to intrcx:luce a safer umbrella to the
baths and The Green into a mushy about the danger of their product. marketplace. To he more blunt, DEswamp. At one point, UCF Admin- Evidently, the metal spikes sur- SIGN A BEITER UMBRELLA.
istration was actively searching for rounding the rim of these new um- Now we return to our regularly scheda way to charge the rain we got to brellas have been painstakingly uled column already in progress.
our tuition.
ground needle sharp. I'll bet when
Now that I've gotten my umWhile I strolled through the you huy a big umbrella they actually brel Ia-related anger offmy chest, I can
rain 1 performed some quick calcu- give you a sharpening stone to use, conclude this column. I will try not to
laLions and found that about 85 per- . should your barbs become dull after be so harsh and mean-spirited in fucent of people around me had an impaling everyone who comes ture articles. And never let it be said
umbrella. Some were the traditional within 30 yards of you.
that one can't write 700 words on the
umbrel Ias designed to keep one perAs George Bush once said, concept or large umbrellas.
son dry. Mostofthe umbrellas, how- the time has come for a ''kinder,
*InreractiveColumnist!E-mail
ever, had undergone severe muta- gentler umbrella." I find it hard to to david .swam@outdoor.com for
tions wherein they would now be believe that the umbrella makers suggestion or compliments. Use my
able to keep at least two elephants can't come up with a soft cover for other
address
(president@
dry. Two elephants on completely the metal points. I have several ideas whitehouse.gov) for complaints.
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staffed ENTIRELY of students.
Give WUCF back to the students!
Peter A. DeNitto

A challenge to
Greek spirit
Dear Pat Fox,
After years of watching the
same activities occur during Homecoming Week each year, I felt a
needtoexpresstheopinionsofmany
students who actively participate in
supporting UCF sports. Every year,
without fail, student attendance for
the Homecoming football game is
substantially higher than normal.
It is no secret that the reason
for this dramatic increase is due to
the appearance of the Greek con tingent. With the notable exception of
Lambda Chi, the Greek organiza1 tionsappearfortwoquartersoffootball per season - the two just before the Homecoming King and
Queen (see same Greek organization members) are announced. Immediately after these awards are
announced, the student section of
the stadium empties. What a great
feeling the football team must have
when they come down the tunnel
and emerge onto the field, only to
see that they were too boring for
some students to bear watching.
I Hnderstand that said organizations do quite a bit to suppo11 the
school. That much is not in question. ·But if you ever want to look
your brothers and sisters at Florida
and Flo1ida State in the eye when
you compare sports teams, then the
UCF sports programs are going to
need a little "home cooking" from
the fans in the way of support. I
know that you are not the only students to skip football games. How·ever, the Greeks pride themselves in
leadership by example. How can we
expect Orlando residents to attend

games, and thereby financially support the school, when the students
can't ~ven stay for an entire game?
Greeks, here is your big
chance. You are the largest unified
student body on campus. Prove me
wrong. Show "Your Home Team"
·some school spirit. Come to more
than one game per year.
Scott Krogmann
Liberal Studies

About listener-

free WUCF

Dear Editor,
I know you probably get more
anti-Dan mail, and there have been
times when you've almost pushed
me to write one of those, however,
with your article about WUCF, I am
in TOTAL agreement with you.
WUCF is a dictatorship run solely
for the purpose of MONEY. When
faced with the issue of losing some
of the feeds they were receiving
(Boston Pops, I believe, is one,)
they chose to cut the student out of
the picture and devote the entire
station to Jazz (well, other than on
Sundays, when we can sometimes
catch some good blues.)
I used to listen to WUCF,
those late night hours up playing
around were made more bearable
by those UCF DJ's whom have
moved on to WDIZ, WJRR and
WTKS. I worked at the station for a
whole three weeks before the end of
the spring, 1994 term.
It was my belief that a college
radio station was ~om prised of three
things:
I) The station was run as a
NOT FOR PROAT radio station,

therefore avoiding certain wrath
from the FCC. This is beneficial
when you have new DJ's on the air
that miss a Station ID at the top of
the hour or use profanity across the
airwaves.
2) A college radio station is
run for the BENEAT of radio majors. The use of a college station
Dear Editor,
allows the students to make airI would like to respond to a
tapes and get vital on-the-job train- comment addressed to me in issue
ing in a low-pressure atmosphere. 18. Jeff Mayer obviously believes
They can work out their nervous- that Greeks are justified in whatever
ness and improve theirdel ivery tech- they do because they give back to
nique, thereby improving their air- the community. I would be the first
tapes, as well as giving the.m expo- to congratulate you if this was your
sure. I know of several times when ·sole intention, ho\.\'.ever, I see
station managers were listening to through your veil.
wise.
broadcasts and evaluating the DJ's.
When I referred to the genWith that out of the way, I
3) This radio·station is run for eral collection of Greeks as hollow will return to the subject of Dr.
the BENEAT of the student body, beings, I meant it morally, ethically Olmos. I call him doctor because he
something that WUCF has forgot- and in a historical sense. You proved holds four doctorates, as Ms.
ten. If iny funds go toward this radio to be suffering from the sickness of Martinez so . well put. As young
station (I would ask you to look into Westernization by referring to "sue- ~ispanic studerits we could learn a
this for me), I want a station I would cessful''peoplein terms of fame and lot from such a man. We need to
want to listen to. And I'm quite sure fortune.. To me, that's all meaning- come out and support our people
there are
few students that want less. Ttuman, Letterman, Reagan, instead of just saying, "I am Hisall jazz. Since we are about 30,000 Armstrong oreven Jesus (notGreek, panic and proud!'-' That is not
watts, it makes it extremely difficult but close enough) are not symbols enough.
to listen to a decent radio station if of notable glorification.
With being Hispanic comes
you're in the library or even around
You see, whatwehavehereis a lot of responsibility. We have
there. ihe station's selection should an example of Nietzsche's .. not only a struggle to overcome,
include music that people on the "perspectivism." All humans ob- but also a beautiful and rich cul· campus would listen to.
serve and interpret through a differ- ture to teach our children. We owe
Next time you're in Miami, ent perception, hence nothing _is that to our parents, who tried so
listen to UM' s radio station. They' re absolute. You define "succe·ss" or hard to not let us forget who we
an extremely professional crew and "good" with money and populafity; are. Dr. Olmos made me proud
play Alternative, House, Rap, Car- I don't. The point is, as you said Friday night, and he could have
ibbean and other assorted music. yourself, neither of us is better than done . so much more if the UCF
.Just because it's Alt~rnativedoesn't the other. However, I do believe that Hispanic community would have
mean it's CRAP. Jazz is good, but if I am deeper.
been there to support him. .
they REALLY y;anted to make
Lawrence Resslar
Dr. Olmos is one of the last
great Hispanic revolutionaries of
money, they should be playing
our time. There are hundreds of
COUNTRY! Get with it, WUCF.
Hispanic actors, singers, and writCan't you do anyt~ing right? Couners , but do they take !ime to edutry is the most-listened to style of
cate themselves and try to educate
music! That 's w.here .the big bucks
their people? I think not. I love my
are. WUCF should be a station
culture, my race, my people. There
is nothing I wouldn ' t do to support them. So please, for your sake,
·and for your children's sake, supDear Edi tor,
I am writing in regard to the port your people. To come out and
column that was written by Mich- spend three hours to hear your
elle Martinez about Dr. Edward brother speak is not a lot to ask.
James Olmos. It was in The Central We owe him much more than just
Florida Future on October 31. Ms. three hours.
Dr. Olmos, from myself and
Martinez states that "Edward Jam es
Olmos spoke to a packed Arena all the Hispanics here at UCF, I
Friday night." It would have been a thank you. Vaya con Dios, my
beautiful thing if that statement were brother.
Luis Plazas
true. Unfortunately, it was not .the
change their views. However, at the
next Senate meeting, Mike amended
a CEL (Consultants for ·Effective
Leadership) Bill to remove money
for food so the bill would not break
David Swartz, A Little Twist, about
spending policy. Guess he di_d n't
change. I am not going to accuse
umbrellas.
Mike of t1ying to buy the club's support for his possible Presidential bid
O A letter to the editor about listernerby funding an entire Conference for
free WUCF
the business organization. I am just
going to report the facts. It will be your
plac~ to judge Mike as one of his
O And more.
College of Business constituents or as
a club that was not given money because it broke spending pol icy-or.as
The Central Florida Future welcomes your
a voter in the Presidential election.
letters
and articles. Submissions may be brought to
When you do vote in the Presidential
our
offices
on disk, Faxed to 823-9495, or E-mailed
election, and I know all l0 percent of
to the editor at patfox@eWorld.com. Or, if you
you will vote, vote for someone who
pref
er, PatFox0590@aol.com.
believes in what you believe in, and be
careful to make sure their beliefs do
not change form week to week. In a
side note, Mike's bill did die. ·

Concerning the
shallow nature
of Greeks··

very

Proposed biH broke the spending'policy
The Presidential elections are
just around the corner. They will be
_held next semester. You might think
it is a little ea~ly to discuss the Presidential election, however. potential
candidates are already forming tickets, creating alliances and setting up
platforms. I know of at least four
tickets already. I believe a ticket
should plan ahead, but what I do not
agree with is what one prospective
candidate did a few weeks ago on
the Senate floor. Senator Mike Hess
wrote a Bill for Delta Sigma Pi, a
business fraternity, for the amount
of $2,860. That 1is not unusual as
Student Government funds clubs all
the time. However, if you look at the
situation a little closer, you begin to
feel queasy and if you examine it
further, it will not be long before
you see what you had for breakfast.
Sen. Hess.was a Senator last
year and almost every occasion defended the Senate's spending policy
like it was a parking space at 9 a.m.
on a Wednesday. Sen. Hess gave
the impres·sion he wouldn't author a
bill that broke spending policy even
if God asked him to. You knew
where Mike Hess stood on the
Senate's spending policy. (Last year,
he did write one bill for a club he

was a member of that broke spending policy ·and was eventually defeated.)
So you can imagine not only
my surprise but everyone's when
Sen. Hess submitted a bill that broke
spending policy by $2,360. That's
right, $2,360! OK, he must have a
good reason. Mike wanted the Senate to send 20 people, 14 active
members and 6 pledges of Delta
Sigma Pi, to New Orleans for a
Conference. The club was contributing $0.00 toward the trip. That's
right, nothing. The club took out a
$1,200 loan for a previous conference it went to, which they have not
fully paid off. At the time, Delta
Sigma Pi was not even .an active
club according to the Clubs and
Organizations office!
. OK, maybeMikes::hanged his
views about the Senate spending
policy. It could happen. People

case. The University of Central
Florida has approximately 2,600
Hispanic students en.rolled. When I
went to the arena that Friday, I saw
about I 00 people there. Ali those
that did attend were not students,
and there were many that were not
of Hispanic origin. My question to
the Latinos on campus is: Where
were you the night Dr. Olmos spoke?
As Hispanic sisters and brothers, we do not often have the opportunity to l'isten to people -of our
culture that we can look up to. I say
culture, because some still do not
believe that Hispanic is a race, unless, ofcourse, they are putting hand·cuffs on you. I also personal Iy know
that we have plenty of Hispanic
heroes to look up to, although the
media wants us to believe other-

A plea for
involvement to
the Hispanic
community

o
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&rri cas~ stuffing enveJopes. Send HP48GX graphics calculator with
Partying becoming to much?
Roomm!lte Wanted: Female,
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
PC link $175 Tel. 6588925
Alcoholics Anonymous
· smoking. All amenities, Sunkey
66051
+-------------1
Meets
at noon - student center M,W
Apt $320/month plus J/2 utilities.
SC 21 l;T,R Room SC 214
Room
Pitbull pups 4 sale UBrimdle 3
Needed rriid-Decembernr January.
VALET
PARKING
POSI·
Students,
Faculty, Staff Welcome
Brown 200ea Call Mark 282-2557
Call Meredith at 679-3837.
TIO
NS
&
SURF
ACE
LOT
------------The Beta Chi pledge class is
MIF NIS to ~hare 2b/2ba condo. l 0 ATTENDANTS must have clean
Why rent? Own it
driving record & personal
striving for excellence in the
I
mi.
from
UCF-New
2br/2ba.
mi. -from UCF. W/D, pool, tennis,
appearance a plus. Must be 21 or
commercial business world. As a
from low 60's. Low down low
quiet & private. $200/mo + 1/2 .
older Call 222-9475 or 895-8393.
team,
we are planning many fund
pmt. Special parent/student
util. Call ASAP Jenny 671-7191
raising
activities such as corporate
programs! Hunter's Reseve 977Wanted!!!
car
wash,
pledge advertising book,
9007
Individuals, Student organizations
a bowl-a-thon and much more.
to promote Spring Break Earn
Together as we are starting to
Money and Free Trips Call Intersharpen
our business skills while
Earn $500 wk+ Bonuses Campus Programs
making many close friends and
Fast growing art co. seeks
http:www.icpt.co 1-800-327-6013
contacts within the univ~rsity and
motivated people to earn big
---------------1 outside businesses. We would like
dollars part time.
Home Pre-School/Day care
to thank the Alumni and the
240-1091
20 years experience brotherhood of Delta Sigma Pi for
Associates: Earn $700 to $2100
UCF area 678-0965
these great opportunities.
Large microwave works great. $30
your/ I st week increase
Sincerely, Beta Chi Pledge Class
CaJJ Justin at 658-2677
expotentially from there. PT/Ff.
Spring 1995
Have been booking travel for
Ladies 14KT ring, yeJJow gold,
several fortune 500 companies:
white gold trim, round diamond,
- Ford, G!v1, Chrysler, and CocaPhysics, Tdg, Algebra, Fortran, Cl
)7 carat, high rated color &
Cola. This is the most rock solid .
• - C++, Basic, Windows applicaclarity, $650, 112 ofretail! Call
opportunity you're going to find.
tions, Spanish, Geometry. For
281-7025
Ford Motor Fin 1-800-631-9436
appts. Prof. Rivera 671-4078

Club Info
UCF Newman Club-Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday
11 am PH 115 Club Night Thurs.
7:30 pm For 'more- info~2814438
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social
Works Trailer room I 0 I.
Everyone is welcome.
Info: 657-0614

Help Wanted

UCF Cricket Club for info 5681495 - Join now to play in Central
Florida Cricket League-Chris
Persad
UCF Dive Club-meeting Thurs.,
Nov. 9, from 5-7 pm, in SC214.
Guest speaker from REEF, on
artificial/nat. reef?, fish ID, Data
collection. Pizzas & coke served.
Next meet Tues., Nov. 28,. CALL
382-8007ior infq

Roommates
UCF area, roommate wanted,
available now! 2br/2ba, scr.een
porch, washer/dryer. $257/month +
utilities Call 380-0417

FREE

MONE~

PEOPLE PERSON
Friendly, Orlando office seeking
3 to 5 well-organized, energetic
prople to join our team. Full or
part-time 384-0085

·FOR· COl.l.EClE

Billions to be claimed
All stud_
ents-qualily
. $350 guaranteed
f<?r a nom_
inal processing fee

Call Besa at John Patrick Com usrv 407 671-9973

take

Ka P. Ian and get
a higher score.. '.

Classes starting soon - call now!

41

(Jr)> <$1 I~ '4~

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
.____ _ _
to
question.
T_h_e_~~swer

November 14, 1995

t~~-test

Powerbook 145 faptop , IBM_
compatible, Br.and new $900.00
904-326-9178 (R.J.) ·
Wood CD tower holds 80 CD's
asking $25 Call Tyson 671-0019
Oak Entertainment center w/glass
doors paid $300 asking $150 obo
Call 3 81-1440

. Singles
Health Professional
sincere, caring, professional male
enjoys dining out/intelligent
conver~ation in search of caring
atractive female for friendship,
romance and possible long term
relationship Call Paul 658-8937

COMPUTER! Packarq_Bell
486sx has everythimg a student
needs! 4meg ram, 14,400 data/fax
modem, ·great printer, 3.5 and 5.
Bally's special limited·program for
25 drives, s.vga...monitor, much
students and residents. C?llWalter
more! $900 oho.Call 682-5286
297-8400.
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CQmm-unity Bio-Resources, Inc.
5' .,. .-..

.
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... your plasma will always be needed

~ ~.

Until Robots replace Humans

DID YOU KNOW?

YQUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES~
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for burns,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

"We will compensate you for your time when giving the gift of life"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL

~~~~A~e~~~~~~~~~:~--=-~=-~~
_For Sale
_Singles

_Cash

-----------------~------------

-------~------------------------------------~--------------

_Services
_Tutors

~Check

_Autos
_Roommates

_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Lost & Found
_Other

Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:___ __

I would like the ad to run the fo1lowing dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior)
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
Each character in a string qf Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday pm.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.
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I Menu item
5 Musical instrument
JO Ego
14 Horseman's
game
15 Artist's stand
16 Border lake
17 Culture medium
18 PJace for sports
19Mud
20 Beer stein
22 Kind of illusion
24 Petroleum
25 Illegal fire
setting
26 Sassy
30 Pencil rubber
34 Stock exchange
membership
35 Drunkard
36 Musical refrain
37 - Vegas
38 On a horse
41 Boar
42 Penetrate
44 Aux ii iary verb
45 Sheepfold
46 Vaporizes
48 Snares
50 Send payment
52 Pa<;idle
53 Burned with
liquid
56 Betrothed

i

60C~b
6f Depart
63 carry-all .
64 S..,tare at
amorously
65 Burdened
66 Orchestra
instrument
67 Look at
68 Tilt
69 Peel

31 Flavor
32 Cream of society
33 Becomes
incensed
38 Provided guns for
39 Nest egg letters
40 One giving a sworn
statement
43 Previously
45 Museum head
47 Scents .

49 Child's game
51 Perfect image
53 Cease
54 Zoo item
55 Car shaft
56 Level
. 57 Asian desert
58 Jacket style
59 Transfer document
62 OK city

DOWN
I Little fight

2 Roman garb
3 Verve
4 Exercise class
item
5 Brave
6 Animal fat
7 Expend
·8 Pavarotti, for one
9 Pass by
I 0 Instructional
meeting
11-theRed
I 2 Italian money
13 Sense
21 Assistance
23 Rich..c·ake
25 Lure
25 Capri and Wight
27 Intended
28Glue
29 Negative
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"I ain't never seen the sun set he-fo' ."
-Allen Payne·
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COsn,etic Tat.toil)g ·

Body P'terci~ .
· Tatto Col)test

.

Lyle Tuttle Sen)ir)ars I
<Artist Ol)ly) CaD for il)fo\ . . . .
.,

Presented by:
Deana's Skin Art Studio ·
14180 E. Colonial°Dr. Suite B
Orlando, FL 32828
(407) 281-1228

Border Cantina Mexican Restaurant
4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

Best Mexican Food in Central Florida
----DAILY SPECIALS---~

(

<$1.oo ICEHOUSE DRAFT a $2.00 MARGARITAS'
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

359-1333
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Denzel Washington and Gene Hackman
play really loud Naval Officers in Crimson
Tide: A Shouting Match Under Water.

**

Crimson Ti.de
(R, Hollywood, Nov. 14)
Crimson Tide, with Denzel Washington and Gene
Hackman, or a big shouting match between two ego-maniacs
under water. I like the latter. But, either way, Crimson Tide
drowns itself in its own power.
This water mutiny with two fine actors is disgraceful.
Not only on Denzel and Gene's resume, but to the United
States Navy. What kind of people control themselves in this
manner? The Military. I don't think so.
Predictable and annoying, Tide washes out its drama
within minutes of departure. The supposed intense drama was
false. I felt none. The script was too eager to yell at us than it
was to get us caught up in the characters' mission. And with
all of the wanna be Top Gun and Hunt for Red October
insinuations, this was just too oorigg to watch. Excitement Zero.

***Dolores Claiborne
(R, Columbia/ Tri-Star, Nov.14)
Mrs. Dolores has been a maid for the past 15 years. Through
those years she has taken care of a dete1iorating rich widow. After
a controversial accident, Mrs. Dolores (Kathy Bates) doesn't have
to take care of the old bag anymore.
After the accident, Mrs. Dolores' daughter (Jennifer Jason
Leigh), a top notch NYC reporter, comes to investigate her mother's
involvement in the mishap. To add to the drama, the two have seen
each other in 15 years. Their reunion creates-well, let'sjust say
things get a little weird .
Dolores Claibonze is a tricky multiple mystery that utilizes
its continuing plot development to capture a MUST-know attitude.
The film, although it's almost over, continues its twists and turns.
Although the message(you'll figureitout) is a little irate and the film
tends to be a bit repetitive, Claioome works bec~use it takes over
your mind. The mystery is so enticing you can't let it go.
As far as Bates goes, knowing who, or should I say what she
played in Misery, only heightens the impact behind the quacky and
clever character of Mrs. Dolores.

Tom "Jim Lovell" Hanks plays a IJero space
man in Apollo 13, which is scheduled for
release on Novermber 21.

-

*Congo
(PG- I 3, Paramount, Nov. 21)
Absolutely the worst movie of the year.
The acting borders toddlers whining and the story is so
dreamy and melodramatic it hurts to watch. It so desperately
tries to be Jurassic Park, it 's insulting. Congo exemplifies
marketing in Hollywood - make trash, but sell it on a name.
Michael Crichton should be embarrassed.
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AlsodueNov. 14-21 '.
Apollo 13, Free Willy 2: The Adventure Home, Srrmvberryand Chocolate, Street Fighter, Fluke, Hiroshima,_Johnny
Mnemonic, Mighty M01phin Po wer Rangers.
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Kathy Bates and Jennifer Jason Leith star
in Dolores Claiborne.
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Orlando Opt1ra's 'Lucia' defies definition
Singers deftly walk line between tragedy and comedy
by RICHARD AGSTER
Arts editor

Friday, the Orlando Opera
Company marked the opening of
its 37th season with an opera at
odds with itself, Lucia di
Lammermoor. The story of iucia,
based on a Sir Walter Scott novel ,
is truly tragic and rings much like
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet.
However, Gaetano Donizetti, the
opera's composer, remains much
better' revered for his comic be!
canto works, ·and rightly so.
Throughout Lucia, the singers must fight to reconcile the bitter texts with the astonishingly
aay-h~arted music. The Orlando
Opera-Company only ,highlights
these differences · with imposed
English translations of the text
above the stage. One finds it difficult to becom e seriously involved in the tragedy as Lucia
trips lightly through run after beautiful run when the screen above
proclaims she is saying that "the
walls .drip with blood."
Deftly balanc_ing this dispute between the meaning of the
words and of the music, Kat.hry°n
Gamberoni · shines as the tormented Lucia. Even in .her first

"

••••

•

'*

scene·full of the h~ppiness of her
newfound love, Gamberoni foreshadows her ir:npending madness,
cleverly juxtaposing her outward
e~pressions of love with her inner
broodings of the past and of destiny.
While she seems less controlled in her middle ·range,
Gamberoni ably handles the vocal
demands and possesses a beautiful top range. The famous Mad
Scene in Act III really lets
Gamberoni show off her emotional
range, for which she receives thun derous applause from the audi ence.
OppositeGamberoni stands
Michael Rees Davis .as Edgardo,
L1,1cia' s true love. Davis revels in
the size of his pushy voice, disregarding the beau.ty of any musical
line and. hoping he will make it
through the evening .without any
glaring mistakes. · ··
Other notable voices include
a perfectly sly William Stone as
Enrico, Luc ia's · plotting older
brother; a big, beefy bass.Richard
Johnson as Raimondo, minister to
the family; and a lovely, clearvoiced Roger W. Patterson as
Arturo, Lucia's arranged suitor
and shorf-lived husband.

Ellen Douglas Schlaefer's
directions p~ace the action in the
right places and move the narrative along, yet she can't let the .
orchestra play. As soon as the
Overture begins, up comes the.
curtain, revealing trivial action,
which serves little more purpose
than to satiate our "MTV generation" with visual stimuli to accompany the music.
Let the reorganized and renamed Orlando Philharmonic
play! This production, Orlando's.
band of wandering talent comes
into. its own, giving the best orchestral accompaniment of its
short history. The players play
with more enthusiasm ·and more
overall musicality, setting the underlying tone for the evening.
Under the baton of Willie
Anthony Waters, who chooses
mostly to lead the sfogers instead
of allowing the leads room to give
and take as their interpretations of .
the words and the music dic.tate,
the Orlando Philharmonic proceeds happily and re.lentlessly.
(One audience member expressed
concern- tpat the orchestra overpoweredGeorge Demott-Bovenzi
as Normanna as the action began,
but Demott-Bovenzi's inaudibil-

ity is no fault of the orchestra.)
The group should continue to irnprove with more experience.
Lucia di Lammermoor continues with its last performance
this evening at the Bob Carr Audi -

tori um at 8 p.m. Prepare to arrive
early, as you will be fighting
Magic/Bulls traffic into the
Centroplex. For more information, contact the Orlando Opera
Company at 426-1717.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Decide for Yotirs·elf!
· If your dream is to become a medical doctor, don't :
let ~omeone else decide you can't do it. Decide tm: ·
: yourseff!.Call us today to find out what your options :
· are at the UAG.
..
· ..

....

800-531-5494.
Universidad Aut6noma
de Guadalajara :
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE :
. . .... . ....... ......,
'. •
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...,._CLIFFS QUICK REVIEWS~
When you need help preparing for a test. think Quick. Cliffs
Quick Reviews are. the new .study guides from the leader in
study guides: Cliffs Notes.
•
,,.,
Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to aid ,.,-<~
understanding of introductory college ·
courses. They are perfect for use as general
course notes and for review before quizzes,
midterms and finals.

,_, "

Do better in the classroom, an~ on papers
and tests with Cliffs Quick Reviews.

Available at
University of Central Florida
Bookstore

'
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by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic
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A single yellow beam falls
in the center of the stage, sur~
rounded by a pool of blue light. A
darkly shadowed moon hangs over
the massive gray structures that
seem to reach -out of the blackness. The stage contains very little,
only the moon, shadows and a
gal lows rigged up on a street lamp.
While many things will find
their way onto the stage during
this play - a church, a grand
piano, piles of corpses , a
Michelangelo - it is the gallows,
or some form of it, that begins and
ends our journey On the Open
Road, now offered by the Valencia
Character Company .
It could be anywhere torn
by civil war, in any time after the
second coming of Christ. Humanity has found that its scruples, its
art and knowledge, its sexuality,
even individual lives have bec·ome
a sort otcurrency to be traded for
freedom of various kinds. We are
plunged into this desolate world
and meet Angel, a young man left
to be hanged, and Al, who sees a
. business proposition.
Angel, played by Jeff
Lamar, is alone now, having once

been defined by the mob with trimmings" in the land of the free ,
which he ran, and craves intimacy he has no desire to love him.
But as any traveler can atlike the air he breathes.
Paul M. Wegman portrays test, strange bonds form on road
Al , a jaded man who follows the trips. This desperate descent into
mobs, with nothing left but a cart hell ends with.a view of the stars.
On the Open Road has a
of beloved stolen masterpieces,
one scruple and an ache to fin_d the number of familiar elements that
mythological land of the free . In recall such works as Waiting for
exchange for freeing Angel from Godot and Rosencrantz and
his noose, he requires that the boy Guildenstern Are Dead. What
pull his rotting cart and study the separates the play from others is
the magnitude of its desolation
classics, starting with Wagner.
The two characters could not and despair. While nothing seems
be more ill-suited traveling com- to have been included simply for
panions. Angel grows intolerant shock value, much of rhe play
of Al's coldness, demanding an does terrify the senses. A closer
embrace of him again and again. look at the blood-spattered shad"Why should I be lonely if you're ows reveals human limbs and torhere?" he cries. "I'm lonely, Al , sos. Dead bodies are met with a
and it's up to you to do something casual air; they are nothing new to
about it!" Angel has spent his in·- these characters. Even the offer of
ner resources on his own survival, exchanging their lives for murder
and now he longs for someone to . is met with only moderate agony
see something in him, as he is and viewed mostly as one in a
series of transactions.
unable to do so in himself.
Paul Wegman gives a fine
Unfortunately, what Al saw
was a profit, manpower in ex- performance as Al, creating a char change for slicing the ropes that acter that is charismatic enough to
held Angel. He is content to have mentor Angel, but lacking suffia protege but wants nothing to do cient social graces for us to care
with friendship or intimacy. "What much about him in the beginning.
do you think civil war is," he taunts He is cold and demanding, then
Angel, "but an orgy of sharing?" indifferent, and finally passionate
While he promises the young man about the collection housed in his
"a cultural identity with all lhe mind and his pushcart.. Although

Al views fine culture as currency,
a proof of his own worthiness, he
also explains that art defines darkness, elevates humanity to a place
it can view the past and future, and
helps us gauge how far we have to
go. Wegman seems to be stronger
in· a more language-oriented role
(such as his outstanding Duke in
the recent Measure for Measure),
but he reveals all the facets of Al ' s
character and plays hi·s growth
convincingly.
Jeff Lamar clearly plays
Angel's needs. More impressive,
he balances Angel ' s idealistic and
loving nature with his moments of
loss, hopelessness and disillusionment. His quest for worthiness as
a human, which parallels Al ' s but
has different qualifications, is
acted well. Lamar occasionally
seems inexperienced, throwing
lines away, but does a good job
overall.
The darkness of On the
Open Road is penetrating , but
a few specks of light make it
through as well. Creatively
staged and well -performed, the
drama runs through November
19 at Valencia Community
College, East Campus. For informati<?n, call 299-5000.

The Future
is currently
hiring/or all
positions
including
writers,
photographers,
editors,
sales reps,
production- ·
assistants, and
most ofall,
copy editors.
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Knights show 1./elcyll & Hyde' syndrome in playoff
ending loss_to 'lhe undefeated Troy~ Trojans
COLLAPSE, from page 16

Reddick sit out mo t of the second
half due.to-a hamstring contusion,
making holes 'that were filled in
the first half suddenly become
wide open.
'·My guess is they were grabbing a hold of us; and since we
were smaller, tbey were just holding us," said McDowell explaining the humungous holes.
A Trojans team that totalled
437 yards rushing last season defeating UCF 39-38, was held to
just 74 yards on the ground . The
Golden Knights' defense that was
barely bending ·in the first half
broke in the second, allowing 231
yards in the second half. The Trojans out-scored UCF 28-0 and corrected every problem they were
making in the first half.

Robert Braucht. "Troy State must
have went into the locker room at
the half and made some- adjustScott Braun (catch-of-the-year) down
ments that we didn't anticipate.''
at the twa-yard line. Culpepper then
The Golden Knights defistopped the clock by spiking the ball.
nitely didn't anticipate being shut
allowing Charlie Pierce to kick a 19out and shut down. They also
yard field goal and put the Golden
didn't plan on only having the ball
Knights up 17-0 going into the half.
for just I 0 minutes in the entire
second half.
"I feel that we kind of rested on
Tailback Marquette Smith
our laurels a little bit, and they just
still managed 142 yards on 28
stepped it up," said a dejected Gerod
carries, while Culpepper was I 1Davis after the game. "We got out of
of-27 for 199 yards on the day.
our usual UCF otlense."'
On the receiving end it
That UCF offense was held to
was tight end Scott Braun with
33 yards in the second half. Even
the big day, 91 yards on four
Marquette Smith was held to only
receptions. Wide receiver
17 yards on just five carries, this
Stuart Stipe had a breakout
after Smith had 125 yards in the first
game as well with 7 6 yards on
half.
just three catches.A tired de_Shutting down Smith wasn't
fe n se, that according to
their only problem. They also had to
"I don't think anyone quit McDowell after the game has
worry about their decimated UCF
defense, that saw leader Nakia out there," said defensive tackle played above their heads all
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - · s e a s o n long, had some players

We Have The Lowest Student Fares!
LONDON
$199
ATHENS
245
BuENOS AIRES 349
PARIS199

SANJOSE, CR $135
BOGOTA
-169
BANGKOK
469

435

TOKYO

Fares are STUDENT fares, from Miami, each way
based on a round trip purchase. International Student ID may be required. Taxes & surcharges are
NOT included.
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Internet: http://www.ciee.org/cts/ctshome.htm
One Datran Ctr: #220 9100 S Dadeland Blvd Miami

URLANDU UUTDUURS
SUPPiies
For The
Adventurous
Explorer

Camping

Store

•'' Dlscoµnt

Mon-Sat

w/ this ad!
381~7977

·'Hopefully, the fact that
a winning season is in the balance will be enough to moti vate our guys to win next
week," McDowelJ said.
ii

CIEE: Council on International
. Educational Exchange

The family

step up and refuse to lose . Defensive end Emil Ekiyor and
linebacker Kendrick Tl)omas
played like seniors, leading the
squad with eight tackles apiece.
The Golden Knigh.ts will
close out its final season at
Di vision I-AA when they host
the Maine Black Bears next
Saturday afternoon at the Citrus Bowl.

9am-7pm

8525 East Colonial Dr. • Orlando, R 32807

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
• Landlords
• Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets
Need:
•A Will

• A Name Change
• Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation ~nd representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For information or an appointment
call 823-2538

or stop by the student center room 22 7
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee

by the Student Government Association
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Golden Knights show both best and worst faces in loss to Trojans
O Citrus Bowl crowd
stunned by UCF's
less-thanimpressive 2nd- half
performance.
by JUSTIN DELIAS

Troy State's defense played
so hard that UCF could only produce 33 yards of total offense in the
second half, compared to 316 in the
first. Conversely, Troy State sputtered for only 88 yards in the first
half but exploded for 307 yards in
the second half with 231 of those
yards coming on the ground.

Assistant sports editor

•

Fans left the Citrus Bowl
Saturday in complete bewilderment and disarray from the emotional roller coaster experience
of watching their Golden Knights
take a I 7-0 halftime lead, only to
give up four unanswered touchdowns in the second half and lose
28-17. Although what happened
Saturday night is not something
foreign to the sports world, it is
still an anomaly that has everyone asking, "What the hell happened?"

•
What happened was a complete I 80degree turnaround from
the first half to the second half in
j ust about every statistical category. UCF gained I 52 yards
rushing in the first half but rushed
for minus two yards in the entire
second half.
"They came correct in the
second half. They stepped it up,"
senior full back Gerod Davis said.
"I guess they just wanted it more.
"There wasn't any changes
in the defense or anything like
that. They just played harder.
That's all there is to it."

"They were fired up more
than us in the second half," explained quarterback Daunte
Culpepper, who was intercepted
once and sacked five times in the
game. "We went out a little bit flat.
I can't really explain it. I guess they
just wanted it more."
The view was exactly the
same from the sideline. UCF
,..')aches witnessed a complete
physical domination of their players at the hands of a farge Troy
State defense that averages about
275 pounds across the front four.
"We tried to do more of the
same in the second half, and they
just wouldn't let us do it," head
coach Gene McDowell said . "They
were pretty much stuffing our
blocks in the second half."
Troy State did have some big
miscues in the first half. UCF flirted
with disaster as Troy receivers
dropped several wide open passes
that could have been touchdowns.
UCF might have been a bit lucky to
have a 17-0 lead at halftime .. So,
was it just a case of awakening a
sleeping giant?
"I've never seen a game that
is that much of a dramatic turn-

around that it makes it look like
we just weren't trying,"
McDowell said. "But, I know
that can't be the case."
It might have seemed as
though UCF considered the game
over at halftime and became a bit
too confident. However, the
coaches knew what the team was
up against and tried to keep things
in perspective with a good oldfashioned half-time pep talk.
"We talked about Troy being a really good second half
team," McDowell continued.
"We did tell them that it would
be a blood and guts second half
and that we would have to reach
down and play very very hard."
The same goes for the team
leaders.
"We were telling everybody that the game is not over,"
Culpepper said dejectedly. "We
went out and it happened. The
one thing we didn't want to happen, happened ."
Granted .UCF' s leading
tackler, Nakia Reddick, did not
play after the first series because
of injures, and big-play defender
Deon Porter was not I 00 percent. But it is doubtful that having those guys would have made
a huge difference in the physical
beating UCF took.
"You just have to credit
Troy State for a great game,"
said Marquette Smith who rushed
for 142 yards and a touchdown in
the game. "Their" guys just
wouldn't give up."

•

• photo/ HUNT

•

Wide receiver Stuart Stipe heads for a big gamer durmg ·
Saturday's loss to Troy State. He caught 3 passes for 76
yards on the day.

282-0505

$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student ID
Located across from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center
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SeCond half collapse foils Golden Knights, 28-17
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

Chris ShHkaitis

The Broadway version of
Jekyll and Hyde won't be coming
to Orlando until the third week in
November when it plays at the
Bob Carr Auditorium downtown.
But, anyone who was at
the Citrus Bowl Saturday saw a
preview of J eky!L and Hyde. as
they watched a powerful UCF (55) team in the first half turn into
their seething evjl twin - the
Gloom in ' Knights.

1

i
Boxed Out - Something
fishy is going on, and the smell
alone proves something stinks i!J
the boxing world as of late. Mike I
Tyson is building a solid reputa- !
tion of grasping the hopes of the
spectators and escalating the hype,
then suddenly delivers the knockout punch. Just over three years I
ago, Tyson was scheduled for a I
match with Evander Holyfield.
Tyson .was convicted of rape and
sent to jail, thus eliminating a long
anticipated bout Tyson then returns to face one of the biggest I
!jokes in boxing history, where his- I
y ·rePETEd itself. The hype of I
son's return ~aw the national
anthem last longer than the actual I
:1bout did (89 seconds). so· if you 1
!paid ~o watch a conspiracy, it cost !
j you 54.17 cents per second.; And i'
then to pull off the trifecta, Tyson
Ihurts his thumb just days before his
match with Buster Mathis Jr. And
Ito think, this one was on "free TV."
/Gee, thanks, as if you didn'towe us
oneanyway.Asboxingfans, we' ve
1
lhardly got our money's worth. And
'whatdoesTysonget? Adiploma,a
few million and something
to talk
I
.,_
about with Shaq.
I
Intercepted - "Build me a
\ ~ew stadium." Done _deal. "OK,
;now make the playoffs or else!"
I
aor else what?" "Or else I'll move
to another city." There's only one
icommon word ~nown these·days
!to the NFL owners - . RELOIiCATE. This must be the owners
.
1new weapon to get whatever they
desire ~or else. There's no such
Ithing as· loyafty or tr~dition any-~
more. It 's all politics and money.
1Just ask the Cleveland Browns. Or
jshould I say Baltimore Browns. A
city that has pr9quced dedicated
lsports· fan.s through the good and
)the bad times. No, i:hey've never I
I
.
.
!won a Super Bowl, nor will they I
·J ever now. But through the 3- ).3
seasons, the attendance remained
constant, 60,000 and up. All they
probably n_~eded was a new sta- ·
di um ; but not one in Baltimore. Art
Modell will now for~ver be the
most disliked man within the Cleveland city limits. Heck, maybe even
the country. The owners don't care I
Iabout loyalty, traditjon or the fans.
!It' s all about how many more ze- 1
Iroes can I add to my bank account.
)But stay calm, Browns fans. The I
Browns may not be going anywhere. Twenty three of the thirty
owners sti11 h<J.ve to approve of the
Imove come thi:; January, ..
,
AZuperiorMove-Zonow
JMourning is with Miami, Doez
this mean Orlando ·is feeling the
Heat? With Shaq out until Christmas, the Heat-may give Orlando a
run for whoze king of the court in
Florida. Come playoff ti me, a match
between Shaq and ZO is very
pozzible. Zo's physical prezense,
along with his scoring and rebounding. could be enough to prevail for
the Heat to be a highly competitive
team. With Pat Riley ·at the helm,
the Heat are giving the NBA
zomething to talk about.

With playoff implications
looming, and a chance _to jump
into the top 16 by downing the 1AA' s third-ranked team, Troy
State Trojans"< 10-0), UCF found
a way to be at its best and worst.

~

The Golden Knights have
shown two faces all season - a
promising one (_see FSU and
EKU), and a disappointing one
(see McNeese State and Liberty).
But, never has UCf shown both
of those faces in the same game.
that is until Saturday's rough 2817 loss to Troy State.
UCF went up early when
Marquette Smith capped an impressive seven-play, 88-yard
drive with a seven-yard scamper
into the end zone in the first quarter. Then, only 30 seconds into
the second quarter, UCF fullback
Gerod Davis bulled his way in
from three yards out to make it
14-0.
Meanwhile, the UCF defense was wrecking the Trojans
option attack, allowing only 88
yards in the first half, compared
to UCF's 316.

I
1

1

With eight seconds left onthe clock, quarterback Daunte
Culpepper's 51-yard Hail Mary
was answered by an outstretched

1

1

Na, na, na, na - hey

playoffs, goodbye
D UCF coach Gene
McDowell views no
playoffs as more
ti.me to recruit and
build a I-A program.
by TIM SPRINGER

waiting to be had by the Golden
Knights when training camp'
opened .
. A balanced squad of sea-·
soned veterans and rm'.' freshman
were ready · to show the I-AA
world that UCF football is on the
rise .

Staff writer

Talk of a playoff berth resurfaced last week after the
Golden Knights routed the BCC
Wil_dcats. How quickly things can'
change.
As the final seconds expired from the game clock Saturday night, the UCF football program realized that high expectations and speculation can easily
turn into observation .
A 'promising season was

Making it to the playoffs
was never in question. The only
inquiry was how far they would
go. But injuries soon set in and by
mid-season , the playoffs were
becoming a fading oasis.
Relying on the toughness
of their schedule to help boost
them into the playoff picture. the
Golden Knights kept hope alive.
By no means are. four losses acsee RECRUIT, page 14
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